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Purpose: To present an overview of U.S. Army Regional Health Command – Pacific.
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6. Theater Security Cooperation
7. Regional Discussion Points
8. What Makes Us Proud
9. Questions
RHC-P Mission

MISSION: Army Medicine provides sustained health services in support of the Total Force to enable readiness and conserve the fighting strength while caring for our Families, civilians and Soldiers for Life.

VISION: Army Medicine is the Nation’s premier expeditionary and globally integrated medical force ready to meet the ever-changing challenges of today and tomorrow

PRIORITIES:
- Readiness & Health
- Healthcare Delivery
- Force Development
- Take Care of Ourselves, Soldiers for Life, DAC & Families

US INDO-PACOM

MISSION: With allies and partners, U.S. Indo-Pacific Command is committed to enhancing stability in the Asia-Pacific region by promoting security cooperation, encouraging peaceful development, responding to contingencies, deterring aggression, and, when necessary, fighting to win.

VISION: A joint combatant command directing, integrating, and employing ready, credible military capability in peace, crisis or war to advance U.S. interests as an active partner in pursuit of a secure prosperous and democratic Asia-Pacific community.

PRIORITIES:
- Warfighting Readiness
- Regional Engagement
- Force Presence and Posture
- Quality of Life

USAR PAC

MISSION: USARPAC is to posture and prepare Army forces, sustain and protect those forces in theater, support the development of an integrated Joint force across domains, and builds military relationships that develop partner defense capacity IOT contribute to a stable and secure Pacific Command area of responsibility.

VISION: One Team – America’s Theater Army in the Indo-Asia-Pacific enabling the Joint Force to assure security, stability, and strategic options. A Ready, Responsive Team!

PRIORITIES:
- Readiness-Ensure a Combat Credible Force
- Dynamic Forward Posture
- Strengthen and Build Alliances and Partnerships
- Innovative and Agile Teams

US ARMY

MEDCOM

MISSION: To provide Combatant Commanders with medically ready forces and ready medical forces conducting health service support in all phases of military operations.

VISION: To be the premiere health force that is the best-trained and equipped to support the Nation's call.

PRIORITIES:
- Enable Readiness and Health
- Healthcare Delivery
- Develop Organizations, Leaders, and Soldiers
RHC-P serves as the single US Army medical mission command authority and represents the AHS in the Indo-Pacific Command Area of Responsibility.
A Typical Day in RHC-P

Outpatient Care
- 11,399 Clinic visits
- 14 Births
- 11,642 Laboratory Procedures
- 13,253 Outpatient Pharmacy Prescriptions Filled
- 1119 Immunizations

Inpatient Care
- 273 Beds Occupied*
- 72 Patients Admitted
- Dental
- 3,596 Procedures
- 2,612 Radiology Procedures

Personnel Deploying
- 70 Soldiers and Civilians
  (Includes all global engagements: Kuwait, Iraq, Afghanistan, Africa, Germany, Pacific, others)

Veterinary Services
- 305 Veterinary Outpatient Visits
- 407 Food Safety Visits

Total Enrolled Beneficiary Population
228,359

* MAMC info estimated based on disposition data
Puget Sound eMSM

Services: Army, Air Force, Navy
Eligible Population: 277,708
MTF Enrolled: 162,108
Medical Treatment Facilities:
  Army: 1 Medical Center, 6 Clinics
  Navy: 2 Hospitals, 3 Clinics
  Air Force: 1 Clinic

Hawaii eMSM

Services: Army, Air Force, Navy, USCG
Eligible Population: 151,099
MTF Enrolled: 102,091 OP Forces: 12,167
Medical Treatment Facilities:
  Army: 1 Medical Center, 3 Clinics
  Navy: 4 Clinics
  Air Force: 1 Clinic
  USCG: 2 Clinic
US Army Pacific Theater Engagement and Partnership Design

**Main Effort**

- **ASSURE**: Allies and Key Regional Partners
  Focus: Uphold Commitments; Provide Trained, Ready, and Interoperable Land Forces for Multilateral Unified Land Ops

- **PROMOTE**: Key Regional Partners to Assume Multilateral Land Force Leadership Role as Net Security Exporters
  Focus: Building Capacity to Lead Multilateral Land Force Crisis Response

- **ENHANCE**: Partner Land Force Capacity and Capabilities to Participate in Multilateral Crisis Response
  Focus: Military Professionalization & Development, BN PKO & HA/DR Capability

- **OPEN**: Lines of Communication with Countries where Relationships Constrained by Policy and Legislation
  Focus: Expand Senior Level Dialogue & Exchanges; Foster Responsible Behavior

- **SUSTAIN**: Relationships/Access with Countries with Limited Capacity to Contribute to Regional Security
  Focus: Sustain Positive Army Relationship and Access

**Supporting Effort**

**Endstate**: United States Army Pacific supports Pacific Command to protect and defend the territory of the United States, its people, and its interests by contributing to a secure and stable Indo-Asia-Pacific through regional deterrence, resilient partnerships, and an integrated Joint Force capable of sustained operations.

**USARPAC Strategy**

- **USARPAC SC Ways**
- **Building Defense Relationships**
- **Building Capacity & Exporting Military Professionalism**
- **Achieving Access & Interoperability**
Leveraging Army Medicine’s Capabilities and Engagements for Strategic Influence

Conferences

- Asia Pacific Military Health Exchange (APMHE)
- Land Forces Pacific (LANPAC)

Subject Matter Expert Exchanges

- Mongolia, Cambodia, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Nepal, Philippines, Micronesia, Palau

HA/DR

- Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief Programs: Japan, Indonesia, Nepal, Samoa, Bangladesh, Philippines, China, Laos, Mongolia, and Sri Lanka

Medical Support

- Pacific Pathways, RIMPAC, Yama Sakura, Pacific Partnership, Pacific Angel, Cobra Gold, Garduda Shield
Discussion Points
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- TAMC Recapitalization Project
- Medical Mission Command
- Replacement EHR
- NDAA, DHA transition, Army Medical Reform
- BAACH Replacement Project (YRP Projects)
- TMC Recapitalization Project
- HRO Initiatives
- Public Health Structure
- Kwajalein Atoll
- Telehealth
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What Makes Us Proud

Research Efforts

Regional Relationships

Our People

Market Collaboration (eMSM)

Medical Readiness

Analytics

Graduate Medical Education

Access, Quality and Patient Safety
Questions